Name_____________________ Date ____________

o

ow ough

Choose the best word from the word
bank to complete each sentence.
stowaway

okra

opal

thoroughly

crowbar

though

thrown

dough

blower

nobody

ago

doughboy

snowball

opening

thoroughbred

1. The mechanic used a ___________ to remove the wheel.
2. Chefs spread the ___________ thinly to make pizza crust.
3.The teacher told us that ___________ got a perfect paper.
4. I think the Pillsbury ___________ is cute.
5. Grandpa loves to watch the ___________ horses run.
6. Pirates discovered the treasure a long time ________.
7. Everyone was excited about the grand ___________ of the theater.
8. Even ___________ it’s Saturday, I have work to get done.
9. His neighbor used a ___________ to clear the snow from his sidewalk.
10. The kitten was a ___________ in the luggage.
11. ___________ is my least favorite vegetable.
12. Clean it ______________ so we can use for the camping trip.
13. The children enjoyed having a huge ______________ ﬁght.
14. The princess was wearing a beautiful ___________ necklace.
15. The cowboy was ___________ from his horse.
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ANSWERS

o

ow ough

Choose the best word from the word
bank to complete each sentence.
stowaway

okra

opal

thoroughly

crowbar

though

thrown

dough

blower

nobody

ago

doughboy

snowball

opening

thoroughbred

crowbar
1. The mechanic used a ___________
to remove the wheel.
2. Chefs spread the ___________
thinly to make pizza crust.
dough
nobody
3.The teacher told us that ___________
got a perfect paper.
doughboy
4. I think the Pillsbury ___________
is cute.
thoroughbred horses run.
5. Grandpa loves to watch the ___________
6. Pirates discovered the treasure a long timeago
________.
opening
7. Everyone was excited about the grand ___________
of the theater.
though
8. Even ___________
it’s Saturday, I have work to get done.
blower
9. His neighbor used a ___________
to clear the snow from his sidewalk.
stowaway
10. The kitten was a ___________
in the luggage.
Okra
11. ___________
is my least favorite vegetable.
thoroughly
12. Clean it ______________
so we can use for the camping trip.
snowball
13. The children enjoyed having a huge ______________
ﬁght.
opal
14. The princess was wearing a beautiful ___________
necklace.
thrown
15. The cowboy was ___________
from his horse.
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